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ABSTRACT

The rho meson is copiously produced in high-energy collisions. Sometimes these
oppositely directed beams of charged nuclei (ions) interact head-on resulting in a central
collision. But often these nuclei narrowly miss each other and interact through
electromagnetic fields. This phenomenon, known as an ultra-peripheral collision, is of
particular interest because hadronic interactions are suppressed and photoproduction can be
observed on a significant scale. Photoproduction can result in the creation of vector mesons
like the rho meson. This work analyzes the deuterium-gold ultra-peripheral collision data
collected during the 2016 run at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) to find the raw
yield of the neutral rho meson, from which the cross section of the rho meson could be
determined. I will describe the STAR detector and the criteria used to select the candidate rho
mesons. While the rho meson decays very quickly into charged pions, it can be identified
from the ionization tracks left by its daughter particles. This cross section of the rho meson in
an asymmetric collision between gold and deuterium, would provide another datapoint to
determine how the photoproduction cross section of the rho meson varies with atomic mass
number, which can provide insight into nuclear shadowing effects. I will compare the
kinematic distributions of the daughter pions as well as the parent rho meson candidates with
theoretical expectations. I analyzed data collected using two different trigger conditions,
neither of which was optimized for detection of the rho meson. In both datasets, the number
of rho mesons observed is too small for a meaningful measurement of the rho meson
photoproduction cross section.
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Chapter I.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), located at Brookhaven National Lab, on
Long Island, accelerates and collides fully ionized heavy nuclei at relativistic speeds of up to
0.99995c. It is made up of two concentric rings with 1,740 superconducting magnets
accelerating ions in opposite directions over a circumference of 3.8 kilometers. It is a
dedicated heavy-ion collider which can accelerate a variety of ions like protons (p),
Deuterium (d), Helium (3He), Zr, Ru, Cu, Au, and U. Many of the experiments are done with
gold ions (Au+Au, Cu+Au, 3He+Au, d+Au, p+Au) as gold is a highly symmetric, stable,
nucleus with a large nuclear charge from 79 protons. These different types of colliding beams
help us in understanding how each nucleus interacts with another nucleus having the same or
different size. Often these interactions are electromagnetic in nature, and hence the ability of
a nuclei to emit photons is an important consideration. Its strong nuclear charge helps the
gold nucleus to generate a huge photon flux when it interacts electromagnetically with other
nuclei.
RHIC accelerates heavy ions up to a top energy of 100 GeV per nucleon, per beam.
The maximum nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy (√𝑆𝑁𝑁 ) for heavy-ion collisions is
200 GeV. For p+p collisions a nucleon-nucleon center of mass energy up to 510 GeV was
achieved. RHIC is the second highest energy heavy-ion collider after the LHC (CERN). The
layout of the RHIC on Long Island, and the position of the STAR detector is shown in Fig
1.1.
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Fig 1.1: The layout of RHIC at Brookhaven National Laboratory, Long Island, New
York [1]. The collider accelerates a variety of charged ions at relativistic speeds in
opposite directions, with interaction points located at the various experiments. The
STAR experiment which studies ultra-peripheral collisions is located in the south.
Photo credit: Courtesy of Brookhaven National Laboratory.

1.2 The STAR Collaboration (Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC)
Creighton University is a part of the STAR collaboration, which is one of the four
experiments initially started at RHIC. While the PHENIX experiment is undergoing an
upgrade, STAR is the only experiment collecting data now. The STAR experiment mainly
focuses on the characteristics of quarks and gluons that exist inside hadrons (subatomic
particles having two or more quarks like protons and neutrons) and seeks to understand the
Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) state of matter that exists at sufficiently high energy densities.
The STAR experiment also studies the electromagnetic interactions between nuclei that take
place during ultra-peripheral collisions.
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1.3 Ultra-Peripheral Collisions (UPC)
As in other colliders, many of the collisions at the
RHIC are ultra-peripheral collisions, which depend on
long range electromagnetic interactions between nuclei,
rather than on the stronger nuclear force. When nuclei are
directed at each another, sometimes it results in a central
collision, wherein the nuclei collide head-on, decimating
each other and converting their respective energies into
new particles. Sometimes these collisions
may not be quite central, but the continuum
of the impact parameter b < R1+R2 (where
R1 and R2 are the radii of the two nuclei)
would still lead to disintegration of the
colliding nuclei and formation of new
particles.

Fig 1.2: Ultra-peripheral collision between
deuterium and gold. Here the impact
parameter b > R1 +R2. The electric field
(shown by orange arrows) produced by
the moving charge is contracted to the
transverse plane, perpendicular to the
direction of motion of the charged particle
(shown in black arrows). The nuclei
appear contracted due to relativistic
effects.

However, due to their very small size, nuclei in the accelerator often miss each other
(b > R1+R2) and interact through electromagnetic fields as seen in Fig 1.2. In ultra-peripheral
collisions the electromagnetic force dominates since the nuclear force (which is a short-range
force) is practically non-existent. These ultra-peripheral collisions help us in observing the
phenomenon of photoproduction on a significant scale.
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1.4 Photoproduction
The Weizsacker-Williams approach treats the
electric fields of highly relativistic nuclei as the exchange
of nearly-real virtual photons [2]. The photon flux from
heavy ions is proportional to the square of the nuclear
charge (Z2). These emitted photons can interact with
another photon or nucleus in two ways. In an ultraperipheral collision, the photons emitted from each nucleus
can interact by a photon-photon interaction (which often
results in an electron-positron pair) or a

Fig 1.3: Photonuclear interaction
between gold and deuterium. A
photonuclear exchange. According to the vector
virtual photon emitted by the gold
meson dominance model [3], in a photonuclear
nucleus scatters off the deuterium
nucleus and emerges as a real vector
exchange, virtual photons emitted by one nucleus
meson.
fluctuate between a photon state and a quark anti-quark pair. If they elastically scatter from
the other nucleus while in the quark anti-quark state, they can exchange enough momentum
with it to appear as a real vector meson (having spin 1 and odd parity) as seen in Fig 1.3.
Since these photons are produced by electromagnetic fields which are almost
perpendicular to the direction of motion of the gold and deuterium nuclei, the photons would
be emitted almost along the beamline (perpendicular to E and B field). Hence, they would
largely have longitudinal momentum and very little transverse momentum. These photons
with low transverse momentum lead to the photoproduction of vector mesons that also have
low transverse momentum. This is one of the characteristics that helps to identify mesons
produced by photoproduction, rather than by some hadronic interactions.
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1.5 The Rho Meson
The photon emitted by the gold nucleus
can interact with the deuteron to produce a
neutral rho meson. The rho mesons can be
interpreted as a bound state of a quark (up/down)
and an anti-quark (up/down) and is an excited
version of the pion [4]. However, unlike the pion,
the rho meson has spin j = 1 and odd parity (a
vector meson). It has a mass of 0.77526 (±
0.00025) GeV/c2 and a broad width of about
0.1491 (± 0.0008) GeV [5]. The ρ0 meson is

Fig 1.4: Rho meson quickly decays
into daughter pions, which help us to
detect the rho meson.

produced copiously in ultra-peripheral collisions and has a mean lifetime of ~4.5×10−24
seconds. This extremely short lifetime implies that the rho meson barely moves from the spot
it was created. Assuming it travels at 0.99 times the speed of light, it would only travel an
average distance of
𝑆 = 𝛾𝑐𝑡 = (7.1) ∗ 0.99 ∗ 3 × 108

𝑚
𝑠

∗ 4.5 × 10−24 s = 9.5 × 10−15 𝑚,

before it decays (every time) into charged daughter pions (π+, π-) as shown in Fig 1.4. These
charged daughter products can be detected by the STAR detector.
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In an ultra-peripheral interaction
between a deuteron and a gold ion, there
is a much greater probability for the gold
nucleus to emit a photon due to its larger
nuclear charge. Sometimes a photon
exchange between the gold and
deuterium nucleus can leave the deuterium
nucleus in an excited state (as seen in Fig
1.5), which would then decay by emitting a

Fig 1.5: Feynman diagram for the photon
interaction between a gold nucleus and a
deuterium nucleus that leaves the
deuterium nucleus in an excited state.

neutron. Sometimes, in one ultra-peripheral collision it is possible to exchange more than
one photon – one of them might produce the rho meson, while another could break up the
deuterium. These emitted neutrons can be detected by the STAR detector
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1.6 The landscape so far
Various measurements of the cross section for the photoproduction of the rho meson
have been made [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13].
The photoproduction of rho
mesons from photons scattering off
protons was studied by the H1 and
ZEUS collaborations at the HERA
collider. Recently, the CMS
collaboration at the LHC has also
measured the cross section for
photoproduction of rho mesons from
photons scattering off protons. The

Fig 1.6: the cross section of the rho meson as a
function of transverse momentum for rapidity -1.2<
photon-proton center-of-mass
y <0. The cross section for a photon-proton
energies are similar for the three
interaction is similar for photons emitted by a lead
nucleus (CMS), a positron (H1), or an electron
experiments. We see in Fig 1.6 that
(ZEUS) [9].
the photons emitted by lead (CMS) or by a positron (H1) and electron (ZEUS) have a similar
cross section when it interacts with a single nucleon. Therefore, the source of the photon
doesn’t affect the cross section of the rho meson photoproduction.
1.6.1

Nuclear shadowing

The rho meson photoproduction from photons scattering off heavy nuclei can provide
insight into nuclear effects, for example nuclear shadowing [14]. Nuclear shadowing is the
name given to an observed reduction in cross section for interactions with nuclei, as
compared to the corresponding cross sections for interactions with a single proton that are
scaled for the nuclear size. The physical origin of this effect is not yet fully understood, and
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theoreticians model this phenomenon with a variety of different approaches. Experimental
data from a variety of systems and at a variety of energies can provide information about the
circumstances where nuclear shadowing is important, and help determine the origin of this
phenomenon.
The gamma-gold interactions have been studied at RHIC; similarly, gamma-lead
interactions, and most recently, gamma-Xenon interactions have been studied at the LHC.
The gamma-nucleus center-of-mass energies are larger at the LHC than at RHIC. The cross
sections for photoproduction depend on the energy of the photon as well as on the nuclear
charge (remember the photon flux scales as Z2). The CMS Collaboration has compared LHC
data with HERA data where the energies are almost comparable, and scaled the cross sections
for the expected charge dependence in order to plot the variation of cross section with mass
number, A.

Mass number (A)

Fig 1.7: ρ0 cross section as a function of mass number. The expected value for
coherent interactions is given by the red dotted line, and the black disk limit for high
energy photons (shown by the pink line). Nuclear shadowing effects reduce the cross
section of the rho from the coherent red line to the green fit line [8]
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Fig 1.7 shows how the coherent photoproduction of rho cross section varies with the
mass number (A) [8]. We see the cross section increasing with nuclear size measured for
proton (A = 1), xenon (A= 131), and lead (A= 207) at 65 GeV. If the photon interacts
coherently with the entire nucleus, the cross section is expected to scale as A4/3 [15] as
indicated by the red dotted curve in Fig 1.7.
The scaling with mass number (A) does not match the expectation for coherent
interactions, even though the data is selected for coherence - this potentially implies nuclear
shadowing. The predictions from several models including nuclear shadowing are shown in
Fig 1.7. This motivated me to analyze the deuterium-gold collision dataset collected at RHIC,
as it would add another datapoint (photon-deuterium interaction) to Fig 1.7. However, the
RHIC data is at a lower energy, so we would need to scale it before we can add it to this plot.
The datapoints in between the proton and xenon nuclei can help us understand where nuclear
shadowing becomes effective in determining rho meson photoproduction cross sections. I
will analyze the √𝑆𝑁𝑁 = 200 GeV deuterium-gold dataset to determine if the statistics are
sufficient for a measurement of the photoproduction cross section of the rho meson.
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Chapter II.

STAR DETECTORS

2.1 Introduction
The STAR experiment makes use of a series of detectors collecting data in tandem to
reconstruct sub-atomic particle tracks, their energy and momentum, and time and distance of
travel. These detectors include the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the Electromagnetic
Calorimeter, the Time of Flight (TOF) detector, the Zero-degree Calorimeter (ZDC), and the
Beam-Beam Counter (BBC) as seen in Fig 2.1. These subdetectors are used in my analysis,
so I will discuss them in more detail.

Fig 2.1: The various detectors of the STAR experiment [16].
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2.2 The Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
The Time Projection Chamber is a tracking device used to track and record the
collisions taking place at a collider. The Time Projection Chamber is the only electronicallyread gaseous detector delivering direct three-dimensional track information: for each point on
the track, x-,y- and z-coordinates are measured simultaneously [17]. It provides complete
coverage around the beam-line and provides complete tracking for charged particles within
±1 units of pseudorapidity of the center of mass frame for symmetric collisions [18]. The
pseudorapidity is a measure of the polar direction of a particle track as shown in Fig 2.2. The
pseudorapidity gives us the polar direction of a track. It is given by the formula

𝛳
𝜂 = − ln[tan( )]
2

(1)

where η is the pseudorapidity and θ is the angle between the track and the beamline.

𝜂=∞

Fig 2.2: Figure showing the pseudorapidity angles of the TPC. Pseudorapidity is zero
perpendicular to the beamline and infinite along the beamline [19].
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The pseudorapidity of a track is zero when the particle moves perpendicular to the
beamline and is infinity when the particle moves along the beamline. The major tasks
performed by the TPC include: recording the tracks of particles, measuring their momenta,
and identifying the particles by measuring their ionization energy loss (dE/dx) [18]. The TPC
used at RHIC was brought to Brookhaven in November 1998, and at 4.2 meters in length and
4 meters in diameter. It was the largest TPC in the world at the time.
When a collision takes place at the center of the inner field cage, a large number of
charged particles are produced. These particles can travel in all possible directions through
the field cage which contains an argon-methane gas. A charged particle traversing the gas
volume of the TPC ionizes the atoms of the gas mixture along its trajectory due to
electromagnetic interactions with the atoms of the gas, as seen in Fig 2.3. An electric field is
applied to the field cage, which causes the positive ions caused by this ionization trail to
move towards the cathode at the center, while the electrons move towards the anode and are
detected by the endcaps. When the
electrons come very close to the anode
mesh, these electrons are accelerated by
the anode wire mesh to create an
amplified signal before they hit the
endcaps.

Fig 2.3: A representation one of the TPC drift chamber. When a charged particle
(represented by the black arrow) passes through the chamber, it leaves behind an ionization
trail (blue and red dots along the path of the particle). Over time, due to the applied electric
field, the ions (blue dots) drift toward the cathode and the electrons (red dots) drift toward
the readout plane (represented by the red and blue dots that have drifted away from the
originating path of the charged particle) [20].
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A magnetic field of 0.5 Tesla is created parallel to the electric field by a solenoid
wound around the TPC. This magnetic field curves the ionized particle tracks around the
central axis into a helix due to the Lorentz force. We can thus calculate the transverse
momentum of the particle from the radius of curvature of the tracks caused by the magnetic
field using the formula:

𝑞𝐵 =

𝑃𝑡
𝑟

(2)

where r is the radius of curvature, Pt is the transverse momentum, B is the magnetic field of
0.5 T, and q is the charge of the electron.
While the transverse location of an electron
in a track can be obtained directly from where they
hit the endcaps, the z-component of the location
where the electron originated can be calculated
based on the drift time (between the ionization and
measurement at the readout pads). This allows us to
reconstruct the helical track of the particle in three
dimensions, as shown in Fig 2.4. The longitudinal
momentum of the particle can be determined from
the pitch of the helix. Plotting the magnitude of the
momentum of a charged particle against its energy

Fig 2.4: Construction of a Helix
helps to determine the transverse
and longitudinal momentum of a
particle track. The radius of
curvature of the helix helps to find
the transverse momentum while
the pitch angle helps us determine
the longitudinal momentum of the
track.

loss per unit distance (dE/dx - as measured by the
readout pads) can help in identifying the particle, as will be shown in Fig 4.12.
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The Time Projection Chamber is made up of the following key components:
2.2.1

The Field Cage

The Time Projection Chamber has a
field cage (drift chamber) which is bound by

Cathode
Inner
Field
Cage

Anode pads

the outer field cage and an inner field cage,
as seen in Fig 2.5. The field cage cylinders
provide a series of equi-potential rings that
divide the space between the central
Outer
Field
Cage

membrane and the anode planes into 182
equally spaced segments [18]. These rings
divide the potential from the cathode stepwise

Fig 2.5: Main structure of the TPC [18].

down to the anode.
This field cage is filled with P10 gas, which is a combination of methane (10%) and
argon (90%) [18]. The fact that argon is a noble element and therefore has a vanishing
electronegativity means that electrons produced by ionizing radiation will not be absorbed as
they drift toward the detector readout at the endcaps. An added feature of argon is its
inexpensive nature, which makes it ideal for large-scale projects. The particular proportion of
argon with methane helps the electrons produced in the ionization trail to drift to the anode at
a high velocity at a relatively low voltage (electric field) [18]. The P10 gas is regulated at 2
mbar above atmospheric pressure to prevent the possibility of external gas beings absorbed
into the system. External gases could contain electronegative elements and water, which
would absorb the drifting electrons and affect its efficiency.
A uniform electric field is maintained across each half of the drift chamber, which
helps the positive ions to move towards the Central Cathode and drifts the electrons towards
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the anode at the endcaps. A uniform electric field helps in maintaining a constant drift
velocity of 5.45 cm/μs for the electrons, which helps in accurate reconstruction of the particle
tracks.

2.2.2

Central Cathode Membrane

At the center of the field cage is the central cathode, which is made up of a thin (70
µm) carbon loaded Kapton film which has a high surface resistance of 230 ohms. It is
operated at 28 kV and it divides the field cage into two identical volumes.

2.2.3

The End caps

The end caps are
grounded, and contain a read-out
system of 136,608 pads, as seen in
Fig 2.6. These readout pads are
segmented perpendicular to the
drift direction of the electrons and
are responsible for detecting the drifting
electrons. There is a continuous coverage

Fig 2.6: The readout pads at the endcaps with
its various sub-sections [18].

of readout pads on the outer sector of the endcaps which helps in optimizing the dE/dx
(energy lost per distance) resolution and reduces the error in determining the position of the
tracks crossing the pads. The pads on the inner sectors are of a higher resolution (smaller
sized pads of 3.35 mm vs larger pads of 6.7 mm) which helps in distinguishing the dense
electron tracks at the center.
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2.2.4

Anode mesh

Just before reaching the readout pads, the electrons encounter high electric fields at
the thin Anode wire mesh. This strong electric field near the anode wires creates an
electromagnetic avalanche. While the positive ions produced in the avalanche are repelled
from the anode mesh, the number of electrons approaching the endcaps is multiplied by a
factor of around 1000 and is detected as a stronger signal at the readout pads.

2.2.5

Trigger detectors

The Time Projection Chamber is a slow detector as it takes a certain amount of drift
time for the ionized electron to move from the point of interaction to the endcaps. The time it
takes for the tracks in the TPC to drift to the endcaps (~ 40 μs) is much longer than the time
between beam crossings (0.1 μs). Hence, other detectors are used to make a decision whether
to save an event or reject it. The following detectors are used to trigger the collection of
events that are essential for our physics.
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2.3 The Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC)
The Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter
(BEMC) is a lead-scintillator sampling calorimeter
surrounding the STAR Time Projection Chamber,
covering an area of nearly 60 m2 for pseudorapidity η
< |1|. The BEMC is designed so that electrons and
photons will lose all their energy in the calorimeter,
which can then be measured; heavier particles (like
charged pions) deposit only a fraction of their
energy in an electromagnetic calorimeter.
The BEMC is divided into two cylindrical
arrays, one on either side of the TPC central
membrane. Each cylindrical array is comprised of
60 trays (we can see these trays end-on as the black
rectangles in Fig. 2.7). Each tray is further subdivided
into 40 towers to provide good spatial resolution. The
BEMC signals are received fast enough that this

Fig 2.7: Position of the BEMC
that surrounds the TPC (above).
We see the BEMC divided into 60
modules (shown in black) [21].

detector can be used to trigger data collection.
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2.4 Time of Flight (TOF) detector

Fig 2.8: The location of the TOF detector
surrounding the TPC shown on the right. This is
located just inside the BEMC detector [21]. The
location of the VPD detector on the East and west
side of the TPC is shown above. The TOF is made up
of 60 trays of Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chambers
as shown in the figure above [22].

The time-of-flight detector surrounds the TPC and is located inside BEMC as seen in
Fig 2.1 and 2.8. The time of arrival of a signal in the barrel is measured very precisely, and
then compared with the start time (the time when the particle was created, which is
determined by the Vertex Position Detector (VPD)) to get the "time of flight". This time,
when combined with the path length measured by the TPC, allows us to find the speed of the
particle. This speed of the particle, combined with the momentum determined in the TPC,
allows us to find the mass of that particle. The TOF also receives signals quickly enough that
it can be used to trigger data collection and storage.
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2.5

Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC)

The ZDCs are hadron
calorimeters located at 18 meters from
the interaction point on the East and
West sides of STAR. The ZDCs are
used to detect neutrons emitted from the
interaction region that travelled along
the beam direction with a divergence
angle less than 4 mrad, and measure their
total energy, as seen in Fig 2.9 [23]. This
detector helps in determining whether any
of the nuclei break up due to their
interaction with the photon emitted by the

Fig 2.9: The ZDC located between the
beamlines at 18 m from the interaction
region in the TPC [23]. The ZDCs are placed
just beyond the first dipole magnets that
bend the beam into a circular path; the
neutrons, which are unaffected by the
magnets, hit the ZDC.

other nucleus. This break-up results in the release of neutrons, which move straight along the
beamline, unaffected by the electric and magnetic fields around the beamline. The ZDC is
able to measure even a single neutron, with a very high efficiency. The ZDC also receives
signals quickly enough that it can be used to trigger data storage
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2.6 The Beam-Beam Counter (BBC)
The BBC detectors are sets of
scintillator annuli installed around the RHIC
beam pipe on the East and West pole tips of the
STAR magnet, as seen in Fig 2.10. A total BBC
consists of two rings; and each ring is made up
of close packed hexagonal detectors. The inner
ring has six tiles, while the outer ring has twelve
tiles [24] as seen in Fig 2.7. Particles that hit the
BBCs have not passed through the
TPC and therefore the particle tracks
are not reconstructed. In central
collisions, there is usually a
substantial signal in the BBCs,
but in ultra-peripheral collisions,
there usually a smaller signal
expected here. This detector is

Fig 2.10: Location of the BBC in the TPC setup
(above) [21]. Arrangement of inner and outer
hexagonal tile rings for BBC East and West. (below).
These help in detecting particles which move inside
the inner field cage of the TPC [24].

again fast enough to be used to trigger data storage.
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Chapter III.

SIMULATION (STARLIGHT)

3.1 Introduction:
A detector can detect and save only those particles which make it to the detector. This
is called the acceptance of the detector. Of the fraction of particles that make it to the
detector, the detector is able to reconstruct only a fraction of these particles. This is known as
the efficiency of the detector. Therefore, there are many particles that are created in collisions
which are not detected or recorded.

3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
A Monte Carlo Simulation is a computer algorithm that uses random sampling to
match expected probability distributions. A Monte Carlo simulation called Starlight can be
used to simulate an ultra-peripheral relativistic heavy ion collision to generate a required
number of sub-atomic particles [25]. The physics approach for the photonuclear interactions
simulated by Starlight is described by Klein and Nystrand [26] [27]. We can use Starlight to
generate simulated data for the photoproduction of coherently produced rho mesons in
deuterium-gold collisions at RHIC energies. The simulated data gives us a good picture of
what to expect a rho meson signal to look like in my dataset.
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3.3 Starlight input/output parameters
To run Starlight, we set input parameters of colliding nuclei, their energies, what
particle we want to be produced, etc., and then Starlight returns the momentum vectors of the
daughter particles that could be seen in the detector. I required Starlight to create 10,000
events of coherently-produced rho mesons from the deuterium-gold ultra-peripheral
collisions at a collision energy of 200 GeV/nucleon. No requirement was made on the nuclear
break-up of the ions. Therefore, the deuterium may, or may not, emit a neutron which would
be detected in the ZDC. Since the particle tracks in my actual dataset had a minimum
transverse momentum of 0.1 GeV/c, I set the minimum transverse momentum of the daughter
particles in my simulation to be 0.1 GeV/c to mimic the acceptance of the detector in
transverse momentum. Also, since the BEMC and the TOF both see only those particles with
pseudorapidity in the window |η| < 1, I modeled that acceptance criterion by requiring that all
the daughter particles produced have |η| < 1. A complete list of input parameters used can be
found in the Appendix (part B). With these input parameters, I determined that the detector
acceptance for these events is approximately 6.5% (i.e., it took 153,266 attempts to create
10,000 events of rho meson that meet the detector acceptance criteria).
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3.4 Kinematic properties of simulated rho mesons and their daughter pions
From the simulated data I obtained the following histograms for the transverse
momentum and pseudorapidity of the daughters (pions), shown in Fig 3.1.

Transverse momentum of daughter pions

Pseudorapidity of daughter pions

Fig 3.1: Transverse momentum (above) and pseudorapidity (below) of daughter pions
given by Monte Carlo Simulation.
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Each daughter track has an azimuthal angle, Φ. Then, the opening angle between the
two tracks in the transverse plane is given by
𝛥𝛷 = 𝛷1 − 𝛷 2

(3)

To keep the opening angle between 0 and π radians, if 𝛥𝛷 > 𝜋, I replace it with 2𝜋 − 𝛥𝛷.
The opening angle peaks near π, showing that the daughters are approximately back-to-back
in the transverse plane. We can see what the energy of the daughter pions and the angle
between them in the transverse plane looks like in Fig 3.2.
Energy of daughter pions

Opening angle between tracks in the transverse plane

Fig 3.2: Energy of the daughter pions (above) and the opening angle between the pions in
the transverse plane (below) given by Monte Carlo Simulation. The pions have an energy
below 1 GeV and the opening angle between them in the transverse plane is greater than
1.5 radians and peaks at 3.14 radians.
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The momentum and energy of the daughter pions can be combined using the laws of
conservation of energy and momentum to give us the mass, energy, and momentum of the
constructed parent. The mass distribution of the rho meson given by the Monte Carlo
simulation is shown by the histogram in Fig 3.3. The simulation was coded to match the
values provided by Particle Data Group [5], having a peak around 0.77 GeV/c2, and a
relatively broad width whose shape is described by a Breit-Wigner function.

Mass of simulated parent rho meson

Fig 3.3: Mass distribution of the rho meson given by the Monte Carlo simulation. The mass
distribution has a broad peak at 0.77 GeV/c2.
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In Fig. 3.4 we see that the constructed parent has a low transverse momentum, which
peaks at 0.1 GeV/c, and an asymmetric pseudorapidity distribution due to the asymmetric
nature of the deuterium-gold collision as seen in Fig 3.4.

Transverse momentum of Parent

Fig 3.4: Transverse momentum (above) and pseudorapidity (below) of parent rho
mesons given by Monte Carlo Simulation. The parent rho has a transverse momentum
peaked around 0.1 GeV/c. The pseudorapidity of the parent is asymmetric due to the
asymmetric collision between deuterium and gold.
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Often, the cross section of the photoproduction of a particle is shown as a function of
rapidity. The rapidity of a particle (y) is defined as [28]:

𝑦=

1
𝐸 + 𝑝𝑧
log (
)
2
𝐸 − 𝑝𝑧

(4)

where E is the energy of the particle and 𝑝𝑧 is the momentum of the particle along the z-axis
(beamline).
The rapidity distribution of the constructed parent, like the pseudorapidity discussed
earlier, is expectedly asymmetric because of the asymmetric nature of the collision between
the Gold and deuterium nuclei, as seen in Fig 3.5.

Rapidity of simulated rho mesons

Fig 3.5:

The rapidity distributions of the constructed parent in the Monte Carlo
Simulation is asymmetric as expected.
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Chapter IV.

DATA ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction
This analysis focuses on the photoproduction of the neutral rho meson in the ultraperipheral deuterium-gold collisions collected with the STAR detector at RHIC at √𝑆𝑁𝑁 =
200 GeV. The dataset analyzed was that of the 2016 run which recorded over six million
ultra-peripheral collision events. This chapter describes the process in which the relevant data
for the pion tracks was selected to construct the parent rho mesons.

4.2 Triggers
Having several detectors results in a large amount of data collected about each event.
However, we do not want to save all these events, many of which will not contain the type of
physics of interest. Neither do we have unlimited storage space, nor do we want to scan
through all the unwanted data for a specific data analysis. To avoid these problems, events
are usually tagged using triggers, which help us select only the events we want to store and
analyze.
The dataset that I analyzed was collected using the three triggers listed in Table 1.
Some events could satisfy multiple triggers. Trigger one had the least requirements, while
triggers two and three had more requirements. These triggers were designed with the J/Ψ
analysis in mind. This brought about some major challenges as the triggers did not favor the
rho meson analysis.
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Trigger #

Trigger label

STAR Internal

Number of

Trigger ID

events

530701

4,168,395

530703

2,093,020

530702

1,012,496

UPC – highG
1

(At least two hits in TOF,
No signal in BBC East or West)
UPC – Jpsi

2

(2-6 hits in the TOF,
No signal in BBC East or West,
Signal in opposite sextants of BEMC)
UPC - Jpsi-ZDC
(2-6 hits in the TOF,

3

No signal in BBC East or West,
Signal in opposite sextants of BEMC,
At least one neutron in the Au-going
ZDC)

Table 1: Trigger Id summary for UPC dataset deuterium-gold 2016 run
at √𝑆𝑁𝑁 = 200 GeV.
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4.2.1 Trigger ONE (UPC – highG) had the least requirements

A.

TOF Multiplicity should be at least two
The TOF Multiplicity (number of signals in the TOF detector) was one of the

conditions used for this trigger. This trigger has only a lower limit of two for the TOF
multiplicity with no upper limit.
B.

Veto BBC East and West
The next condition this trigger required was a veto of BBC East and West. In order to

accurately reconstruct the parent, we need to make sure that the daughters tracks are
accurately reconstructed. For this to happen, the particles have to travel through the gas
volume of the TPC. Those particle tracks that have |η| > 1.8 will not make it out of the inner
field cage into the active volume of the TPC, thus making it impossible to measure their
momentum. Events which had a signal in either the BBC East or West did not satisfy the
trigger and were not saved.
C.

No BEMC requirement
This trigger places no requirement on the signal deposited in the BEMC.
There is one major drawback for this trigger – the trigger fires at a faster rate than the

data that can be read out, due to its minimal requirements. Hence the trigger is pre-scaled by
about a factor of 1000 (only 1 event in 1000 that satisfy the trigger requirements is actually
saved). Since the trigger is not very selective, the fraction of the saved data that contains the
physics of interest will be smaller. For more selective triggers, the pre-scale is one, and this
was used for triggers two and three.
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4.2.2 Trigger TWO (UPC – Jpsi) had the following requirements

A. TOF Multiplicity should be between two and six
While trigger one required a TOF multiplicity of at least two, this trigger also places
an upper limit of six on the number of TOF hits. This ensures that we have at least a twotrack event, but not too many tracks, thus ruling out a central collision.

B. Veto BBC East and West
Like trigger one, this trigger also rejects events that have a signal on the BBC as those
tracks don’t make it to the gas volume of the TPC and hence their momentum cannot be
determined.

C. BEMC topology
For the purposes of this trigger, the 60
BEMC slats surrounding the beamline are divided
into six sextants, each comprised of 10 slats, as
shown in Fig 4.1. The trigger is only fired if
signals of at least 0.5 GeV are deposited in two
towers in opposite sextants of the BEMC in the
azimuthal direction. This BEMC topology
condition was placed specifically to enhance the
J/Ψ signal. However, it is not ideal for the
rho meson analysis. To understand why not,

Fig 4.1: We see the BEMC divided into 60
modules (shown in black). The red lines show
the modules divided into sextants [29].
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we will look at the interaction of the produced pions with the BEMC. For the pions to reach
the BEMC detector that surrounds the TPC, the pions would need a minimum transverse
momentum of

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑞𝐵𝑟

(5)

where Pt is the transverse momentum of the pion, q is the charge of the pion (charge of an
electron), B is the magnetic field in the TPC, and r is the radius of the BEMC. Substituting
the values in equation (2) we get

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑒 ∗ (0.5 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑙𝑎)(2 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠).
To get a value for the transverse momentum in units of GeV/c, we must do some unit
conversions.

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑒 ∗ (0.5

𝑉𝑠
𝑚2

∗ 2 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠) (

3∗108
𝑐

𝑚
𝑠

) = 0.3 GeV/c.

The Starlight Monte Carlo simulation of rho mesons produced in ultra-peripheral d+Au
collisions shows that most pions would have enough transverse momentum to hit the BEMC
and TOF detectors (see Fig 3.1). But would these pions deposit enough energy to satisfy this
trigger condition? An Electromagnetic Calorimeter is basically designed to detect electrons
and photons [30]. Pions, protons, kaons are detected using hadron calorimeters, because
heavier particles have larger interaction lengths (λint). Pions have an interaction length of
approximately 25 cm in the BEMC [31], while the depth of the BEMC is only 23.5 cm [32].
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Fig 4.2: Energy deposited per interaction length for pions [33]. Lower energy
pions will deposit lower amount of energy in the BEMC per interaction length.
Fig. 4.2 shows the amount of energy deposited per interaction length by pions of different
energies. The daughter pions from rho meson decay have a maximum of approximately 1
GeV of energy, as seen in the simulation data shown in Fig 3.3. We see that a 5-GeV pion
would deposit about 0.5 GeV in one interaction length. Pions from rho-meson decay, with
energies less than 1 GeV, would be unlikely to deposit the required 0.5 GeV of energy to
activate the trigger. Therefore, events producing the rho meson would very rarely be saved by
this trigger. Sometimes there could be a pileup (more than one collision event within the
same time window); in that case, it is possible the trigger condition might be satisfied by the
pile-up event and the rho photoproduction event might then be saved by coincidence, even
though it did not satisfy the trigger condition itself.
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4.2.3 Trigger THREE (UPC – Jpsi – ZDC) additional requirement
Trigger three is a subset of trigger two. Therefore, it had all the requirements of
trigger two and the additional requirement of a signal from at least one neutron in the ZDC on
the gold-going side. Remember that it is much more likely that the gold nucleus would emit
multiple photons than the deuterium nucleus based on the Weizsacker-Williams
approximation [2]. Photons emitted by the gold nucleus would lead to the breakup of the
deuterium nucleus (which has a much lower binding energy than the gold nucleus), thus
releasing the neutron to leave a signal in the ZDC in the deuterium-going direction (West).
The ZDC signal for data collected with trigger two is shown in Fig 4.3. We see a
zero-neutron peak near zero energy and another single-neutron peak between 20 - 80 energy
region in the deuterium-going (west) side. However, there is only a zero-neutron peak in the
gold-going (East) side since it rarely breaks up.
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Zero- neutron peak in deuterium going direction
One -neutron peak

Zero- neutron peak present in gold-going direction

Fig 4.3: Zero-neutron and one neutron peaks seen in ZDC West (deuterium-going)
direction (above). Only the zero-neutron peak is seen in ZDC East (gold-going) direction
(below) in Trigger TWO.
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Trigger three requires a ZDC signal of at least 14 on the gold-going side [34], and
therefore, the zero-neutron peak is missing in trigger three data as seen in Fig 4.4. Since we
do not expect that the deuterium-gold ultra-peripheral collisions would result in the break-up
of the gold nucleus, this trigger requirement only reduces my statistics further without
enhancing the signal of interest. Therefore, I will not consider the trigger 3 dataset separately
for analysis, but will analyze data from triggers 1 and 2 only.

Zero- neutron peak missing due to cut at 14 au

Fig 4.4: The missing zero-neutron peak in ZDC East (gold-going) direction due to the cut
applied at 14 au energy in Trigger THREE.
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4.2.4 Initial Event Filter
If the trigger conditions are satisfied, the event is stored for later analysis. The event
is passed through an initial filter which ensures that the event has least two tracks whose
helices can be projected back to a common vertex along the beamline. The helices
reconstructed in the TPC are also projected outward to the BEMC and TOF; if there was
energy deposited in the BEMC and/or TOF at the projected location, then the track is said to
be "matched" to the BEMC/TOF. The initial filter only saves vertices that have at least one
track that matches to the BEMC or TOF. This helps to ensure that the tracks from that vertex
could have been the reason why the trigger fired.
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4.3 Data storage - Trees
Each event recorded at STAR contains information from all the active sub-detectors,
including information about reconstructed tracks and vertices. Data from the STAR detector
is stored in the form of trees, which can be accessed using the ROOT data analysis package
(which is compatible with C++) [35]. These trees help in grouping data from each event into
various branches like the track information, vertex information, trigger IDs, BEMC cluster
information, etc. These branches are further divided into leaves which contain information
like the run number, event number, number of tracks, track momentum, energy loss, vertex
ID, etc. Data analysis involves sorting through the stored data and selecting the relevant data
which helps to separate the required signal from the background.

4.4 Event Selection (quality cuts)
While an ideal trigger would store all the events of interest, some of the events saved
by these triggers will not contain the type of physics we want to study. For example, we
could have triggers fired by secondary tracks hitting the BEMC, or from other UPC
processes, like J/Ψ photoproduction, or from e+e- pairs, which we do not want for our
analysis. The triggers that were used for the d+Au data selection were not ideal for the rho
meson analysis. Trigger 1 was not very selective, so it most likely contains a very low
fraction of interesting events while trigger 2 most likely does not keep my rho meson events
except by accident, since the pions are unlikely to satisfy the BEMC trigger requirement.
Nevertheless, to analyze the events that satisfy the above trigger conditions, we need to
further select those events that would give us the rho meson. To find the rho meson, we need
to select events that have only two tracks created by oppositely charged pions (daughter
particles of the rho meson).
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I applied the following selection cuts to the dataset collected with trigger 1 dataset, to
find the two track events that would lead us to the rho meson.

4.4.1 Number of hits (Nhits) cut
Tracks can be reconstructed from the varying number of hits that a track makes on the
readout pads at the endcaps of the TPC. The number of hits on all the recorded tracks in the
dataset collected with trigger 1 is shown in Fig. 4.6. From this figure, you can see that a
minimum of 5 hits is required to adequately reconstruct a particle track by fitting it onto a
helix. There is a maximum of 45 hits recorded by the TPC. A higher number of hits helps in
obtaining a greater accuracy in track reconstruction. We also notice an unusual peak around
12 hits. This peak may have resulted from split tracks, where two or more tracks are
reconstructed from hits belonging to a single track as shown in Fig 4.5. Therefore, I required
a minimum of 14 hits to determine a good track for my analysis.

Fig 4.5: A wrongly constructed split track (right) which divides the hits of one track into
two or more tracks.
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cut
reject

Fig 4.6: Number of hits for all tracks before the Nhits selection cut for Trigger 1 . The
selection cut is applied at 14 hits to avoid the unusual peak due to split tracks below 14 hits.
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4.4.2 Two-track vertices
Once we have a good track (having minimum of 14 hits), we need to ensure that the
track comes from a vertex that has exactly two tracks. Most of my events were rejected by
this selection cut implying that most of the vertices had more than two tracks.

4.4.3 Vertex Id Match
It is possible to have multiple vertices in an event due to pile-up (where more than one
event gets saved within the same time window). The vertex id cut helps in making sure that
both tracks we analyze come from the same vertex. Once we have one good track associated
with a vertex that has exactly two tracks, we proceed to loop through the remaining tracks to
find the other associated track by matching their vertex id. We also check if this second track
associated with that vertex is a good track having at least 14 hits in the TPC. It could be that
the second track associated with the vertex may not be found among the remaining tracks
because it was already rejected by the first loop. A few of my vertices were removed by this
selection criteria as seen in the summary (Table 2).
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4.4.4 The vertex Z-position cut (Zpos)
Once we have a vertex with exactly two good tracks, we want to make sure the vertex
is near the center of the TPC. This helps to ensure that all the tracks from the vertex are wellreconstructed. The z-direction is along the beamline, with z=0 being the center of the TPC. I
require the vertex to be within 100 cm on either side of the center of the TPC, which is
halfway between the interaction point at the center and the endcaps (the length of the TPC is
4 m). Most of the tracks have a vertex are within 100 cm from the center, as seen in Fig 4.7.

cut

reject

cut

reject

Fig 4.7: Z-pos of all vertices with at least one track having Nhits > 14 for Trigger 1
dataset. The selection cut is applied at 100 cm. This would be halfway between the
center and the endcaps of the TPC.
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4.4.5 The distance of closest approach (DCA) cut
After selecting a vertex with two good tracks, we
do an additional check for the distance of closest
approach of the tracks to the reconstructed vertex. While
the reconstructed tracks are associated with a common
vertex, they rarely meet precisely at a single point.
Hence, we use the distance of closest approach
information to tell us how close the reconstructed tracks
can be extrapolated back to a common vertex as seen in
Fig 4.8. We require that the distance of closest approach

Fig 4.8: Distance of closest
approach to common vertex.

to be less than 3 cm along the x-y plane (DCAxy) as well as along the beamline (z-axis –
DCAz). This cut rejects very few tracks as seen in Fig 4.9.
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cut
reject

cut

reject

Fig 4.9: DcaZ (above) and DcaXY (below) for the two tracks of vertices with Zpos < 100
before the Dca selection cut at 3 cm. The Dca XY cut is applied after the DcaZ cut for
trigger 1 data. We see two outliers in the DcaZ histogram which are rejected by my
selection cut.
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4.4.6 The Pseudorapidity cut (η)
From Fig 2.2 we see that pseudorapidity of the track is zero when the particle moves
perpendicular to the beamline and is infinity when the particle moves along the beamline. We
want both the tracks to have |η| < 1 to avoid tracks that exit the TPC through the endcaps,
because the track reconstruction efficiency drops substantially for |η| > 1 as seen in Fig 4.10
[36].

Fig 4.10: Tracking efficiency of STAR TPC as a function of Eta (η) for a run done
at √s = 510 GeV [36].
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In Fig 4.11 we notice an asymmetric distribution about η = 0 for the pseudorapidity of
the two tracks. This is consistent with our expectation for the asymmetric deuterium-gold
collision shown by the Monte Carlo simulation in Fig 3.1.

cut

reject

cut

reject

Fig 4.11: Pseudorapidity for tracks from trigger 1 tracks after applying the Dca
cut and before applying the Eta selection cut at ±1. A few tracks are lost by this
selection cut.
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4.5 Particle identification
Once we have two and only two good tracks in each of the events that have satisfied
the above selection criteria, and have a common vertex, we now check if the two selected
tracks are actually pion tracks. This is achieved using particle identification.

4.5.1 Number of hits for dE/dx (energy loss per distance) vs momentum plot
Before we begin particle identification, we need to check if the tracks selected are
suitable for particle identification. We do this using the dE/dx hits information from the track.
When charged particles ionize the gas as they transfer their energy onto the bound electrons,
thus freeing it from its bound state. Each of these free electrons hit on a readout pad and
deposit their energy value on the readout pad. From these energy values, we can measure
how much energy the charged particle lost per unit distance (dE/dx in cm) as it travelled
through the gas and exited the TPC.
However, when more than one electron hits the same readout pad, it is hard to
determine a clear value of dE/dx for each of those multiple hits (on the same pad). These
multiple hits giving unclear values of dE/dx are rejected in plotting the track on the dE/dx
plot. The dE/dx selection cut requires that the selected track has at least 10 clear (only one hit
per pad) dE/dx hits that can be accurately plotted on the dE/dx vs total momentum plot. Fig
4.12 shows how my dE/dx hits distribution looks like before the cut at ten hits.
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cut

reject

Fig 4.12: Number of dE/dx hits for all tracks in Trigger 1 before the dE/dx
hits selection cut is applied at 10 hits. This cut was based on commonly used
selection criteria. It rejects very few tracks.
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4.5.2 Particle Identification using dE/dx information from the TPC
The Bethe-Bloch equation describes the mean energy loss per distance travelled by
fast-moving charged particles. The relativistic version of the Bethe-Bloch equation is given
as follows [37]:
2

𝑑𝐸
𝑒2
4𝜋𝑧 2 𝑁𝐴 𝑍𝜌
2𝑚𝑒 𝑐 2 𝛽2
) .
(
) − ln(1 − 𝛽2 ) − 𝛽2 ]
<
>=(
.
[
ln
2
2
𝑑𝑥
4𝜋𝜀0
𝑚𝑒 𝑐 𝛽 𝐴
𝐼

where 𝛽 =

𝑣
𝑐

(6)

, where v is the speed of the charged particle and c is the speed of light, and z

is the charge of the incident particle (in multiples of electron charge given by e), E is the
energy lost by the particle while travelling a distance x, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, me is
the rest mass of the electron and I is the mean excitation energy of the material, ρ is the
density of the material, Z is its atomic number, A is its atomic mass, NA the Avogadro
number.
From the Bethe-Bloch equation we see that dE/dx depends only on the speed of the
particle. Therefore, when dE/dx is plotted against momentum, particles of different mass
separate into characteristic curves, as shown in red in Fig 4.13. We notice that actual data
scatters around these red curves in a Gaussian distribution because of the finite resolution in
measuring both momentum and dE/dx of a particle.
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Fig 4.13: Figure from a sample dataset of dE/dx vs momentum characteristic curves
for electrons, pions, kaons, deuterons [38]. We see that the data falls in Gaussian
distributions along the curves.

We use the N-sigma value of the track to quantify how far the track falls, in multiples
(N) of the width of the Gaussian distribution (sigma), from each of the characteristic curves
of pions, kaons, protons and electrons. The closer a track is to the expected Bethe-Bloch
curve for a particular particle type, the smaller the N-sigma value for that particle, and the
more likely that track was formed by a particle of that type. These characteristic curves are
well-separated for low momentum, but at higher momentum they begin to overlap - so using
this technique to identify pions is only useful for tracks with momenta below ~ 1 GeV/c. To
select events where both tracks are likely to be pions, we use the square root of the squares of
the combination to get the radius of deviation as follows:
2

𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎 (𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛) = √[𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎 (𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝐴_ 𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛) ] + [𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎 (𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝐵_𝑝𝑖𝑜𝑛) ]

2

≤ 3.

(7)
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This way, one track could be very close to the pion curve and other could be a little further
away from the pion curve, and the event would still be selected. However, this selection can
contain contamination when other particle curves overlap the pion curve, as seen in Fig 4.12.
Therefore, we reject events where either track is within two sigmas of any other particle
curves.
Figure 4.14 shows how much each of the tracks in a two-track event deviates from the
characteristic curves of the Bethe-Bloch equation. This figure plots N-sigma_pion for one
track in the pair against N-sigma_pion for the other track. A pair of tracks, where both tracks
are pions, would result in a point near (0,0). To satisfy my selection criterion, they must lie
with within a circle of radius three centered around (0,0) The events outside the circle for
pions are rejected. The events remaining after particle identification are shown in Fig 4.15.
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Fig 4.14: Deviation of particles from Pion, Kaon, Proton and Electron curves BEFORE
Particle Identification. The red circle indicates the particles kept within 3 sigmas from the
pion curve. The shaded regions indicate particles rejected within 2 sigmas from the kaon,
proton, and electron curve by my selection cut.
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Fig 4.15:
Events kept within three standard deviations from the pion curve
AFTER Particle Identification. N-sigma_pion of track A v. N-sigma_pion of track
B for these events that satisfy all the particle Identification criteria.
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4.6 Reconstructing the parent
Now that we are almost certain that the remaining particles are pions, we use the
oppositely charged tracks to construct the parent rho meson candidates. The mass of a
particle helps in uniquely identifying the particle. A four-vector (mass-energy, px, py, pz)
called the Lorentz vector is used to determine the mass of the parent based on the momentum
and mass of the daughter particles. We use the principle of conservation of energy and
momentum to determine the mass and momentum of the parent.
This is done by first finding the energy of the daughter pions, 𝐸𝜋 , using the formula:

𝐸𝜋 = √𝑚𝜋 2 𝑐 4 + 𝑝𝜋 2 𝑐 2 ,

(8)

where 𝑚𝜋 is the known mass of the pion from the PDG database (139.570 𝑀𝑒𝑉/𝑐2 ) [5]

and 𝑝𝜋 = √ 𝑝𝑥 2 + 𝑝𝑦 2 + 𝑝𝑧 2 is the magnitude of the momentum of the daughter
pions.
Then, using the principle of conservation of momentum and energy, we combine the
momentum and energy of the daughter pions to find the momentum and energy of the parent
(rho meson candidate) as follows:

𝑝𝜌 = 𝑝
⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑝𝜋2
𝜋1 + ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

and

𝐸𝜌 = 𝐸𝜋1 + 𝐸𝜋2 .

(9)

Then the mass of the parent rho meson candidate can be calculated through,

𝑚𝜌 =

√𝐸𝜌 2 − 𝑝𝜌 2 𝑐 2
𝑐2

(10)

,

where 𝑚𝜌 is the mass of the rho meson candidate.
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4.6.1 Transverse momentum of parent
We saw in Fig 3.4 that the coherently-produced rho meson are expected to have a low
transverse momentum tailing off by 0.4 GeV/c. A small peak with these characteristics is
observed, as seen in Fig. 4. 16. Therefore, I applied a selection cut at 0.5 GeV/c, to
experimentally select coherent rho meson production.

cut
reject

Fig 4.16: Transverse momentum of the reconstructed parent in my selected data for
trigger 1. A selection cut is applied at 0.5 GeV/c to select coherently produced rho
candidates. The error bars are statistical only.
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4.6.2 Opening angle check
We saw from the Monte Carlo simulation in Fig 3.3 that the opening angle in the
transverse plane between the daughter tracks of the rho meson is greater than two radians.
This implies that the two daughter tracks are approximately back-to-back in the transverse
plane. We see that the opening angle of my rho meson candidates, shown in Fig 4.17, is
consistent with this expectation.

Fig 4.17: Angle in the transverse plane between daughter tracks of rho meson
candidates for trigger 1 after all the selection cuts. We see that the opening angle is
greater than 2 radians, which matches expectations from the Monte Carlo simulation
shown in Fig 3.3.
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4.6.3 Rapidity of (unlike signed) parent
The rapidity distribution of the constructed parent is asymmetric, as shown in Fig
4.18. This matches expectations from the Monte Carlo simulation seen in Fig 3.5, further
supporting the case that the candidates I have selected are in fact rho mesons.

Fig 4.18:

The rapidity distributions of the selected rho candidates in my dataset are
asymmetric about y=0. The error bars are statistical only.
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4.6.4 Estimating the combinatorial background
The mass distribution of the like-signed pairs gives us an estimate of the
combinatorial background, which is the number of random two-track events that survive our
selection criteria. The like-signed pairs that satisfy our selection criteria are shown by blue
arrow in Fig 4.19. The resultant mass distribution after subtracting the combinatorial
background is shown in Fig 4.20.

Mass of constructed parent (Like and Unlike-signed)
Mass of Unlike signed parent
Mass of Like signed parent

Fig 4.19: Mass histogram of my selected events that are like-signed are shown by a blue
arrow and the unlike-signed events are shown by black circles for the dataset collected with
trigger 1 after applying all the selection criteria. The error bars are statistical only.
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4.6.5 Summary of events (vertices) after applying selection cuts for trigger 1 events.

Total number of events in dataset:

6,127,596

Trigger 1 events:

4,027,019

Total vertices in trigger 1 that match BEMC/TOF:

640,889

Total vertices with two tracks:

255

Vertices AFTER VID cut:

247

Total number of Vertices with two GOOD tracks:

214

Vertices having ZPos < 100:

109

Number of Vertices After Dca and Eta cut:

99

Number of events after dE/dx hits cut:

82

Number of Events after Particle Identification:

29

Number of Vertices After Momentum cut:

19

Number of Vertices with Angle >2 radians:

19

Number of Events having Opposite charge (O)

18

Number of Events having Same charge (S)

1

Resultant number of rho candidates (O-S)

17

Table 2: Number of two track events in Trigger 1 after applying selection cuts and after
doing particle identification. We see very few tracks remaining after the applied
selection cuts.
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4.6.6 Extracting the rho meson yield
The rho meson curve can be described by a Breit-Wigner distribution given by
𝑀𝜋+𝜋− 𝑀𝜌0 Γ𝜌0
𝑑𝑁
=
2
𝑑𝑀𝜋+𝜋−
(𝑀𝜋+𝜋− − 𝑀𝜌0 2 )2 + (𝑀𝜌0 Γ𝜌0 )2

(11)

where 𝑀𝜌0 would be the expected rho meson mass given by the Particle Data Group, and the
Γ𝜌0 would be the width of the rho meson given by the Particle Data Group.
A modified relativistic Breit-Wigner function (red curve) was used to fit the invariant
mass histogram of the rho-meson candidates [12]. This type of a fit function has been used to
fit the mass spectrum of rho mesons produced in ultra-peripheral collisions at both, RHIC and
the Large Hadron Collider. A contribution for the direct π+ π- production [39] and an
interference (Söding) term [40] (green curve) was added to the Breit-Wigner function (red
curve). This direct pion pair production can happen when the photon that was exchanged
between the nuclei emerges as a pair of pions, without passing through the intermediate stage
of being a rho meson. It is expected that, over this mass range, there is no mass-dependence
for that process. Quantum mechanically, these two processes interfere with each other, and
this interference is taken care of in the fit function used. The fit function used is given as
follows:
𝐴 √𝑀𝜋+𝜋− 𝑀𝜌0 Γ𝜌0
𝑑𝑁
=|
+ 𝐵|
𝑑𝑀𝜋+𝜋−
𝑀𝜋+𝜋− 2 − 𝑀𝜌0 2 + 𝑖𝑀𝜌0 Γ𝜌0

where

Γ𝜌0 = Γ0 (

𝑀𝜌0
𝑀𝜋+𝜋−

)∗[

𝑀𝜋+𝜋− 2 − 4𝑚𝜋 2
𝑀𝜌0 2 − 4𝑚𝜋 2

2

3
2

]

(12)

(13)

where Гρ0 is the momentum-dependent width of the ρ0 and Mρ0 is the mass of the ρ0, which
can be obtained from the Particle Data Group database, A is the amplitude factor for the
Breit-Wigner function, and B is the amplitude for the direct π+ π− production [12]. The
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individual contributions to the fit, as well as the overall resultant fit, are shown Fig 4.20. One
can determine the raw yield of rho mesons by integrating the rho-meson contribution to the
fit.

Fit Parameters:
Mass peak: 0.8469 ± 0.2755
Amplitude factor: 1.26 ± 1.27
Width: 0.2569 ± 1.2091
Direct pion: -0.3546 ± 0.3723

Fig 4.20: Resultant mass histogram (after subtracting like-signed background) and the
applied fit functions for the dataset collected with Trigger 1. The red curve is the BreitWigner fit function for the rho meson contribution and the green curve is the interference
function for direct pion production. The pink curve gives the amplitude of the direct pion
production. The resultant fit is given by the blue curve fit function, which is moved to a lower
mass compared to the Breit-Wigner curve. The parameters for the mass peak, the amplitude
factor, the width of the distribution, and the amplitude of the direct pion production (B)
value is shown. The error bars are statistical only.
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No corrections for detector efficiency have been done, and these corrections might
very well affect the shape of the mass distribution. Nevertheless, the values for the mass and
width of the rho meson obtained from the fit are consistent with the expected PDG values
within the error bars. However, the error bars on the fit parameters are so large that one
should not take these fits too seriously. This dataset collected with trigger one seems to
contain a small sample of coherently produced rho mesons, but the statistics are so small that
a meaningful fit cannot be done, and a cross section measurement is not possible.
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4.7 Trigger TWO (UPC – Jpsi) data analysis:
I also analyzed the data from trigger two using the same selection cuts and got the
statistics shown in Table 3. I also generated the histograms for transverse momentum of the
constructed parent, as shown in Fig 4.21. We see a large number of constructed parents
having a transverse momentum greater than 0.5 GeV/c, which we reject with the momentum
cut at 0.5 GeV/c, to select coherently produced rho mesons.

cut

reject

Fig 4.21: Mass, rapidity, and transverse momentum of constructed parent for trigger
2 dataset. Momentum cut applied to parent at 0.5 GeV/c to select coherently produced
rho meson candidates. The error bars are statistical only.
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The opening angle in the transverse plane between the daughter pions is shown in Fig
4.22. I applied an opening angle cut at 2 radians based on the expectations for the opening
angle from the Monte Carlo simulation, which were shown in Fig 3.3. The rapidity of the
unlike signed parent, shown in Fig. 4.22, is also asymmetric about rapidity zero, as it was in
the trigger one dataset.

cut

reject

Fig 4.22: Angle between daughter tracks for the trigger 2 dataset after all the selection cuts
(above). We see that the opening angle is less than 2 radians for a few pion pairs, which are
eliminated by a cut at 2 radians motivated by the Monte Carlo simulation shown in Fig 3.3.
The rapidity of the constructed parent is asymmetric as expected from the Monte Carlo
Simulation shown in Fig 4.18.
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4.7.1 Summary of events after applying selection cuts for trigger 2 events.

Total number of events in dataset:

6,127,596

Trigger 2 events:

2,014,579

Total vertices in trigger 2 that match BEMC/TOF:

1,495,327

Total vertices with two tracks:

2,669

Vertices AFTER VID cut:

2,407

Total number of Vertices with two GOOD tracks:

2,051

Vertices having ZPos < 100:

1,617

Number of Vertices After Dca and Eta cut:

1440

Number of events after dE/dx hits cut:

1252

Number of Events after Particle Identification:

173

Number of Vertices After Momentum cut:

74

Number of Vertices After Angle cut:

64

Number of Events having Opposite charge (O)

40

Number of Events having Same charge (S)

24

Resultant number of rho candidates (O-S)

16

Table 3: Number of two track events in Trigger 2 after applying selection cuts and after
doing particle identification. We see very few tracks remaining after the applied
selection cuts.
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4.7.2 The mass distribution histograms
The like and unlike signed mass distribution comparison is shown in Fig 4.23.

Fig 4.23: Mass histogram of events after applying the momentum cut and the angle cut
and having same charge (blue) and opposite charges (black) in trigger 2 dataset (above).
Resultant histogram (after subtracting like-signed background). The error bars are statistical
only.
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In the trigger one dataset, the combinatorial background was very small (1 event out
of 19), but in the trigger two dataset, we see that the combinatorial background is almost
comparable in size to my signal. The small signal remaining after the combinatorial
background is subtracted has at best a small hint of a peak near the rho mass, but any
statistics are too small for further analysis. Trigger two was inefficient for my physics and
there seems to be no rho signal in my trigger two data.
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Chapter V.

CONCLUSION

In this research work I analyzed the √𝑆𝑁𝑁 = 200 GeV deuterium-gold ultraperipheral
collision dataset recorded at RHIC in 2016 to find evidence for the photoproduction of the
rho meson, which could be identified from its daughter pions. The trigger requirements for
trigger two were designed to enhance the detection of the J/Ψ meson, which decays into an
electron-positron pair. This trigger required approximately back-to-back signals in the
BEMC above a certain energy threshold. The electrons from J/Ψ decay would easily meet
this energy threshold, but unfortunately the pions from rho meson decay do not. This meant
that the trigger rarely fired because of my tracks, but fired because of pile-up or something
else. Therefore, for my purposes, it is basically a random trigger. Trigger one (high G) was
better for my analysis as it didn’t have the BEMC requirement. However, due to the high prescale (approximately a factor of 1000), a lot of valuable data that could contain the rho meson
was lost.
I analyzed the data collected with trigger one and trigger two. I selected events with a
vertex near the center of the detector that had precisely two good tracks, where both tracks
were identified as pions. Then I reconstructed the parent mass and momentum from the
measured momenta of the daughter pions. I also applied a low transverse momentum cut on
the parent distribution to select candidates for coherent rho meson photoproduction. In the
dataset collected with trigger one I found that there is a small signal with approximately the
right kinematics. I did not do efficiency corrections for my data, but I did attempt a fit for the
raw signal with the fit function that has been used to describe rho meson photoproduction in
other heavy ion collisions. The mass and width of the rho meson given by that fit have very
large error bars, because of the low statistics, but are consistent with values given by the
Particle Data Group. Unfortunately, this dataset has too few statistics to make it feasible to
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extract a rho meson photoproduction cross section. Trigger two was less promising and
showed no statistically significant signal for the dataset.
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APPENDIX

A. C++ Code used to select events and apply the fit function
Here is my complete C++ code I used to select my events and determine the raw yield
of the rho meson.

#include
#include
#include
#include

<iostream>
<cmath>
<complex>
<cstdlib>

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"TFile.h"
// ROOT headers
"TTree.h"
"TH1D.h"
"TF1.h"
"TH2D.h"
"TAttMarker.h"
"TStyle.h"
"TCanvas.h"
"TLegend.h"
"TDatabasePDG.h"
"TLorentzVector.h"

#include "StUPCEvent.h"
#include "StUPCTrack.h"
#include "StUPCVertex.h"

// C++ headers

// picoDst headers

using namespace std;

//__________________________________________________________________
___________
void Thesis_new_13()
{
TFile *infile = TFile::Open("/home/sdf34751/starupcDst/thesis/upcDst_dAu200_defaultBEMC_trigSimu.root", "read");
//open input file
TFile *outfile = TFile::Open("outputTrig1_NoAngle.root",
"recreate");
//open output file
TH1D *hMass = new TH1D("hMass", "Mass of constructed parent; Mass
(GeV/c^2); Number of events ", 20, 0, 2);
TH1D *hM = new TH1D("hM", "Mass of constructed parent (Like and
unlike signed); Mass (GeV/c^2); Number of events ", 20, 0, 2);
//Define histograms
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TH1D *hSame = new TH1D("hSame", "Mass of SAME charge parent AFTER
PID; Mass (GeV/c^2); Number of events ", 20, 0, 2);
TH1D *hResult = new TH1D("hResult", "Mass of Parent after
subtracting Same charge background; Mass (GeV/c^2); Number of events
", 20, 0, 2);
TH1D *hScaled= new TH1D("hScaled", "Mass of Parent after Scaling
Resultant with Simulation factor; Mass (GeV/c^2); Number of events
", 20, 0, 2);
TH1D *hR = new TH1D("hR", "Rapidity of constructed parent;
Rapidity; Number of events ", 100, -1.5, 1.5);
TH1D *hD1R = new TH1D("hD1R", "Rapidity of 1st daughter; Rapidity;
Number of events ", 100, -1.5, 1.5);
TH1D *hD2R = new TH1D("hD2R", "Rapidity of 2nd daughter; Rapidity;
Number of events ", 100, -1.5, 1.5);
TH1D *hPtAll = new TH1D("hPtAll", "Transverse Momentum of ALL
tracks (After Nhits cut); Transverse Momentum (GeV/c); Number of
events ", 20, 0, 1);
TH1D *hPt = new TH1D("hPt", "Transverse Momentum of constructed
parent; Transverse Momentum (Before cut) (GeV/c); Number of events
", 20, 0, 1);
TH1D *hPtX = new TH1D("hPtX", "Transverse Momentum of constructed
parent (After cut); Transverse Momentum (GeV/c); Number of events ",
20, 0, 1);
TH1D *hD1Pt = new TH1D("hD1Pt", "Transverse Momentum of 1st
daughter; Transverse Momentum (GeV/c); Number of events ", 20, 0,
1);
TH1D *hD2Pt = new TH1D("hD2Pt", "Transverse Momentum of 2nd
daughter; Transverse Momentum (GeV/c); Number of events ", 20, 0,
1);
TH1D *hE1 = new TH1D("hE1", "Energy of Daughter 1; Energy (GeV);
Number of events ", 20, 0, 1.2);
TH1D *hE2 = new TH1D("hE2", "Energy of Daughter 2; Energy (GeV);
Number of events ", 20, 0, 1.2);
TH1D *hTracks = new TH1D("hTracks", "Number of Tracks in all
events; Number of tracks; Number of events ", 100, -1, 10);
TH1D *hZdcE = new TH1D("hZdcE", "ZDC East signal for all events;
Energy (AU); Number of events ", 30, 0, 400);
TH1D *hZdcW = new TH1D("hZdcW", "ZDC West signal for all events;
Energy (AU); Number of events ", 30, 0, 150);
TH1D *hZposAll = new TH1D("hZposAll", "Z-position of All Vertices
with atleast one track having Nhits > 14; Z-position (cm); Number of
events ", 50, -200, 200);
TH1D *hM2
100, 0, 4);
TH1D *hMv
100, 0, 4);
TH1D *hMk
0, 4);
TH1D *hMp
100, 0, 4);
TH1D *hMe
100, 0, 4);

= new TH1D("hM2", "Mass of parent after 2 good tracks",
= new TH1D("hMv", "Mass of parent after Vertex cut",
= new TH1D("hMk", "Mass of parent after Kaon cut", 100,
= new TH1D("hMp", "Mass of parent after Proton cut",
= new TH1D("hMe", "Mass of parent after Electron cut",
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TH1D *hMpi = new TH1D("hMpi", "Mass of parent after Pion cut",
100, 0, 4);
TH2D *hDedxsig3 = new TH2D("hDedxsig3","Dedx plot of ALL tracks;
Momentum (GeV/c); Dedx signal (GeV/cm)",100,0,5,100,0,.000015);
TH2D *hDedxsig1 = new TH2D("hDedxsig1","Dedx plot of two-track
events, After Eta and Dedx hits cut; Momentum (GeV/c); Dedx signal
(GeV/cm)",100,0,5,100,0,.000015);
TH2D *hDedxsigPi = new TH2D("hDedxsigPi","Dedx plot AFTER Pion cut
at 3 sigmas; Momentum (GeV/c); Dedx signal (GeV/cm)
",100,0,5,100,0,.000015);
TH2D *hDedxsigK = new TH2D("hDedxsigK","Dedx plot AFTER removing
Kaons; Momentum (GeV/c); Dedx signal
(GeV/cm)",100,0,5,100,0,.000015);
TH2D *hDedxsigP = new TH2D("hDedxsigP","Dedx plot AFTER removing
Protons; Momentum (GeV/c); Dedx signal
(GeV/cm)",100,0,5,100,0,.000015);
TH2D *hDedxsigE = new TH2D("hDedxsigE","Dedx plot AFTER removing
Electrons; Momentum (GeV/c); Dedx signal
(GeV/cm)",100,0,5,100,0,.000015);
TH2D *hDedxsigM = new TH2D("hDedxsigM","Dedx plot of Pions with
Momentum < 1 GeV; Momentum (GeV/c); Dedx signal
(GeV/cm)",100,0,5,100,0,.000015);
TH2D *hDedxsig2 = new TH2D("hDedxsig2","Dedx plot of OPPOSITELY
charged Pions after angle cut; Momentum (GeV/c); Dedx signal
(GeV/cm) ",100,0,5,100,0,.000015);
TH2D *hPion = new TH2D("hPion","Deviation of particles from Pion
curve ; Nsigma value (track A); Nsigma value (track B)",100,50,50,100,-50,50);
TH2D *hKaon = new TH2D("hKaon","Deviation of particles from Kaon
curve ; Nsigma value (track A); Nsigma value (track B)",100,50,50,100,-50,50);
TH2D *hElec = new TH2D("hElec","Deviation of particles from
Electron curve ; Nsigma value (track A); Nsigma value (track
B)",100,-50,50,100,-50,50);
TH2D *hProt = new TH2D("hProt","Deviation of particles from Proton
curve ; Nsigma value (track A); Nsigma value (track B)",100,50,50,100,-50,50);
TH2D *hPionCut = new TH2D("hPionCut"," Particle tracks within 3
Sigmas from Pion curve (After cut); Nsigma value (track A); Nsigma
value (track B)",100,-4,4,100,-4,4);
TH1I *h1Hits = new TH1I("h1Hits", "Number of hits for All tracks
(Before cut); Number of hits; Number of tracks", 60, 0, 60);
TH1D *hZpos = new TH1D("hZpos", "Z-position of all Vertices with
two GOOD tracks; Z-position (cm); Number of events ", 50, -200,
200);
TH1D *h1Dcaz = new TH1D("h1Dcaz", "DcaZ for all tracks having
vertices with Zpos < 100 cm (Before cut); DcaZ (cm); Number of
tracks", 80, -25, 25);
TH1D *h1Dcaxy = new TH1D("h1Dcaxy", "DcaXY for all tracks having
vertices with Zpos < 100 cm (Before cut); DcaXY (cm); Number of
tracks", 40, 0,25);
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TH1D *h1Eta = new TH1D("h1Eta", "Pseudo-rapidity for all tracks
after Dca cut (Before Eta cut); Rapidity; Number of tracks", 40, -2,
2);
TH1D *hAngle = new TH1D("hAngle", "Angle between tracks BEFORE
cut; angle (radians); Number of events ", 100, 0, 4);
TH1I *h1Dedx = new TH1I("h1Dedx", "Dedx-hits for all tracks before
particle Id (Before cut); Dedx hits; Number of tracks", 50, 0, 50);
TH1I *hAHits = new TH1I("hAHits", "Number of hits for All tracks
(After cut); Number of hits; Number of tracks", 60, 0, 60);
TH1D *hZposX = new TH1D("hZposX", "Z-position of Vertices with two
GOOD tracks (After cut); Z-position (cm); Number of events ", 100, 200, 200);
TH1D *hADcaz = new TH1D("hADcaz", "DcaZ for all tracks having
vertices with Zpos < 100 cm (After cut); Dcaz (cm); Number of
tracks", 80, -4, 4);
TH1D *hADcaxy = new TH1D("hADcaxy", "DcaXY for all tracks having
vertices with Zpos < 100 (After cut); DcaXY (cm); Number of tracks",
40, 0, 4);
TH1D *hAEta = new TH1D("hAEta", "Pseudo-rapidity for all tracks
after Dca cut (After Eta cut); Rapidity; Number of tracks", 40, -2,
2);
TH1D *hAngle2 = new TH1D("hAngle2", "Angle between tracks AFTER
cut; angle (radians); Number of events ", 100, 0, 4);
TH1I *hADedx = new TH1I("hADedx", "Dedx hits for all tracks before
particle Id (After cut); Dedx hits; Number of tracks", 50, 0, 50);

TTree *upcTree = dynamic_cast<TTree*>( infile->Get("mUPCTree") );
//get picoDst tree in file
static StUPCEvent *upcEvt = 0x0;
event to the tree
upcTree->SetBranchAddress("mUPCEvent", &upcEvt);

//connect upc

Double_t pionMass = TDatabasePDG::Instance()->GetParticle( 211 )>Mass();
//pion mass for tracks 4-vectors, 211 is pion PDG code
Long64_t nev = upcTree->GetEntries();
events

//ask for number of

Long64_t total =0, nsame =0, nPion =0, nCharged =0, nvert
=0,nvert2 =0, nvertgood =0;
//initialize counters
Long64_t t1hits =0, t1dedx =0, t1eta =0, t1dcaz =0, t1dcaxy =0;
Long64_t t2hits =0, t2dcaz =0, t2dcaxy =0;
Long64_t trig =0, trig1 =0, trig2 =0, trig3 =0, nPid =0, nMom =0,
nZpos =0;
Double_t p1 =0, p2 =0, pA =0, pB =0, phiA =0, phiB =0, angle =0;
// initialize variables
Double_t dedxsignal1 =0, dedxsignal2 =0, dedxsignal3 =0;
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Float_t nsigPion1 =0, nsigPion2 =0, nsigKaon1 =0, nsigKaon2 =0,
nsigElec1 =0, nsigElec2 =0, nsigProt1 =0, nsigProt2 =0;
Double_t px =0, py =0, pz =0, mom =0;
Int_t check =0, nAngle =0, t1bemc =0, t2bemc =0, t1tof =0, t2tof
=0, pt =0;
TLorentzVector vec1, vec2, vecA, vecB,
TVector3 vec3;
StUPCTrack *trackA, *trackB;

vpair, vpair2;

for(Long64_t iev= 0; iev< nev; iev++)
//event loop
{
upcTree->GetEntry(iev);
//get the event
if ( upcEvt->isTrigger(530701)!= 1 ) continue;
Trigger 1 Selection
trig = 1;
trig1++;

//

if ( upcEvt->isTrigger(530702)== 1)
{
trig2++;
}
if ( upcEvt->isTrigger(530703)== 1)
{
trig3++;
}
/*
if ( upcEvt->isTrigger(530703)!= 1 ) continue;
Trigger 2 Selection (BEMC requirement)
trig = 3;
trig3++;

//

if ( upcEvt->isTrigger(530701)== 1)
{
trig1++;
}
if ( upcEvt->isTrigger(530702)== 1)
{
trig2++;
}
*/
/*
if ( upcEvt->isTrigger(530702)!= 1 ) continue;
Trigger 3 selection (ZDC subset)
trig = 2;
trig2++;

//

if ( upcEvt->isTrigger(530701)== 1)
{
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trig1++;
}
if ( upcEvt->isTrigger(530703)== 1)
{
trig3++;
}
*/
Int_t ntracks = upcEvt->getNumberOfTracks();
number of tracks in each event
total= total + ntracks;
// total number of tracks in ALL events
hTracks->Fill(ntracks);
tracks in each event.

// get

// histogram for number of

nvert = nvert + upcEvt->getNumberOfVertices();
// get vertices in event
hZdcE->Fill(upcEvt->getZDCUnAttEast());
get ZDC signal for all events
hZdcW->Fill(upcEvt->getZDCUnAttWest());
for (Int_t i=0; i <(ntracks-1); i++)
loop through ALL tracks of the event.
{
trackA = upcEvt->getTrack(i);

//

//
// get track 1

trackA->getMomentum(vec3);
// get momentum of
track 1 (i)
px = vec3.X();
py = vec3.Y();
pz = vec3.Z();
mom = sqrt (pow(px,2) + pow(py,2) + pow(pz,2));
dedxsignal3 = trackA->getDEdxSignal();
// Dedx Signal histogram for ALL tracks.
hDedxsig3->SetMarkerColor(kMagenta); hDedxsig3>SetMarkerStyle (7);
hDedxsig3->Fill(mom,dedxsignal3);
hPtAll->Fill(trackA->getPt());
h1Hits->Fill(trackA->getNhits());
if( trackA->getNhits() < 14 ) continue;
should have atleast 13 hits to fit to helix
t1hits++;
hAHits->Fill(trackA->getNhitsFit());

//track

StUPCVertex *vertex = trackA->getVertex();
// get vertex of i-track
hZposAll->Fill (vertex->getPosZ());
Zpos of all vertices in trigger having >14 Nhits

//
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if (vertex->getNPrimaryTracks() != 2) continue;
// keep only two-track vertices.
nvert2++;
number of Vertices with TWO tracks only.
for(Int_t j=i+1; j<ntracks; j++)
{
trackB = upcEvt->getTrack(j);
continue;
same vertex

//

// get track 2

if (trackA->getVertexId() != trackB->getVertexId())
// eliminate tracks that dont belong to
check++;

h1Hits->Fill(trackB->getNhits());
if( trackB->getNhits() < 14 ) continue;
should have atleast 13 hits to fit to helix
t2hits++;
hAHits->Fill(trackB->getNhitsFit());
nvertgood++;
Vertices with two good tracks

//track

// Number of

hZpos->Fill(vertex->getPosZ());
if (abs(vertex->getPosZ()) > 100) continue;
// reject vertex if Z-position is >100 cm
nZpos++;
hZposX->Fill(vertex->getPosZ());
h1Dcaz->Fill(trackA->getDcaZ());
// check Dca XYZ
h1Dcaz->Fill(trackB->getDcaZ());
if( trackA->getDcaZ() >= 3) continue;
t1dcaz++;
hADcaz->Fill(trackA->getDcaZ());
if( trackB->getDcaZ() >= 3) continue;
t2dcaz++;
hADcaz->Fill(trackB->getDcaZ());
h1Dcaxy->Fill(trackA->getDcaXY());
if( trackA->getDcaXY() >= 3) continue;
t1dcaxy++;
hADcaxy->Fill(trackA->getDcaXY());
h1Dcaxy->Fill(trackB->getDcaXY());
if( trackB->getDcaXY() >= 3) continue;
t2dcaxy++;
hADcaxy->Fill(trackB->getDcaXY());
h1Eta->Fill(trackA->getEta());
Histograms for track A and B Eta.
h1Eta->Fill(trackB->getEta());

//
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if( abs (trackA->getEta()) > 1 || abs(trackB>getEta()) > 1) continue; // Rapidity should be less than |1|
t1eta++;
hAEta->Fill(trackA->getEta());
hAEta->Fill(trackB->getEta());

h1Dedx->Fill(trackA->getNhitsDEdx());
// Common
histograms for track A and B dE/dx hits.
h1Dedx->Fill(trackB->getNhitsDEdx());
if( trackA->getNhitsDEdx() < 10 || trackB>getNhitsDEdx() < 10) continue;
// track should have atleat
10 hits that can be used for dedx plot
t1dedx++;
hADedx->Fill(trackA->getNhitsDEdx());
hADedx->Fill(trackB->getNhitsDEdx());
//4vectors of the tracks, assuming pion mass
trackA->getLorentzVector(vec1, pionMass);
trackB->getLorentzVector(vec2, pionMass);
p1 = vec1.P();
p2 = vec2.P();
dedxsignal1 = trackA->getDEdxSignal();
dedxsignal2 = trackB->getDEdxSignal();
hDedxsig1->SetMarkerColor(kRed); hDedxsig1>SetMarkerStyle (7);
hDedxsig1->Fill(p1, dedxsignal1);
// Dedx Signal histogram for Two-track events after Eta and dE/dx
hits cut.
hDedxsig1->Fill(p2, dedxsignal2);
vpair = vec1 + vec2;
//4-vector of the pair of the
tracks, which is our candidate to be the Rho -> p++phM2->Fill(vpair.M());
// parent mass histogram
for 2 good tracks after Eta and Dedx-hits cut.
nsigPion1 = trackA->getNSigmasTPCPion();
// get
sigma values for each track (particle) in 2-track vertex Particle Identification.
nsigPion2 = trackB->getNSigmasTPCPion();
nsigKaon1 = trackA->getNSigmasTPCKaon();
nsigKaon2 = trackB->getNSigmasTPCKaon();
nsigElec1 = trackA->getNSigmasTPCElectron();
nsigElec2 = trackB->getNSigmasTPCElectron();
nsigProt1 = trackA->getNSigmasTPCProton();
nsigProt2 = trackB->getNSigmasTPCProton();
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(8);

hPion->SetMarkerColor(kBlue); hPion->SetMarkerStyle
// histograms for paticle identification
hPion->Fill(nsigPion1,nsigPion2);
hKaon->SetMarkerColor(kMagenta); hKaon->SetMarkerStyle

(8);
hKaon->Fill(nsigKaon1,nsigKaon2);
hElec->SetMarkerColor(kGreen+2); hElec->SetMarkerStyle
(8);
hElec->Fill(nsigElec1,nsigElec2);
hProt->SetMarkerColor(kRed); hProt->SetMarkerStyle
(8);
hProt->Fill(nsigProt1,nsigProt2);
hPionCut->SetMarkerColor(kBlue); hPionCut>SetMarkerStyle (8);
if (sqrt (pow(nsigPion1,2) + pow(nsigPion2,2)) > 3)
// keep only pions < 2 nsigma.
hMpi->Fill(vpair.M());
nPion++;
//
number of events within 2 sigmas for pion tracks
continue;

hDedxsigPi->SetMarkerColor(kBlue); hDedxsigPi>SetMarkerStyle (7);
// Dedx Signal histogram for PION
tracks.
hDedxsigPi->Fill(p1, dedxsignal1);
hDedxsigPi->Fill(p2, dedxsignal2);
continue;
Electrons.

if (abs(nsigKaon1) < 2 || abs(nsigKaon2) < 2 )
// remove tracks that could be Kaons, Protons,

hMk->Fill(vpair.M());
histogram after kaon cut

//

hDedxsigK->SetMarkerColor(kBlue); hDedxsigK>SetMarkerStyle (7);
// Dedx histogram after removing Kaon
tracks.
hDedxsigK->Fill(p1, dedxsignal1);
hDedxsigK->Fill(p2, dedxsignal2);
if (abs(nsigProt1) < 2 || abs(nsigProt2) < 2)
continue;
hMp->Fill(vpair.M());
histogram after proton cut

//

hDedxsigP->SetMarkerColor(kBlue); hDedxsigP>SetMarkerStyle (7);
// Dedx histogram after removing Proton
tracks.
hDedxsigP->Fill(p1, dedxsignal1);
hDedxsigP->Fill(p2, dedxsignal2);
if (abs(nsigElec1) < 2 || abs(nsigElec2) < 2)
continue;
hMe->Fill(vpair.M());
histogram after electron cut

//

hPionCut->Fill(nsigPion1,nsigPion2);
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hDedxsigE->SetMarkerColor(kBlue); hDedxsigE>SetMarkerStyle (7);
// Dedx histogram after removing proton,
kaon, Electron tracks.
hDedxsigE->Fill(p1, dedxsignal1);
hDedxsigE->Fill(p2, dedxsignal2);
//
cut at 1 GeV

nPid++;
if (p1 > 1 || p2 > 1)

continue;

// Momentum

nMom++;
hDedxsigM->SetMarkerColor(kBlue); hDedxsigM>SetMarkerStyle (7);
// Dedx Signal histogram for PION
tracks.
hDedxsigM->Fill(p1, dedxsignal1);
hDedxsigM->Fill(p2, dedxsignal2);
// Constructing the parent again.
trackA->getLorentzVector(vecA, pionMass);
trackB->getLorentzVector(vecB, pionMass);
vpair2 = vecA + vecB;
hMass->Fill(vpair2.M());

//
if (vecA.Perp() > 0.8) continue;
// remove pions with pt < 0.8 GeV based on simulation.
hD1Pt->Fill(vecA.Perp()); // histogram for Daughter 1
pt
//
if (vecB.Perp() > 0.8) continue;
// remove pions with pt < 0.8 GeV based on simulation.
hD2Pt->Fill(vecB.Perp()); // histogram for Daughter 2
pt
hPt->Fill(vpair2.Perp()); // histogram for Parent pt
if (vpair2.Perp() > 0.5) continue;
// momentum cut on parent at 0.5 GeV
hPtX->Fill(vpair2.Perp()); // histogram for Parent pt
pt++;
hE1->Fill(vecA.E()); // histogram for Daughter 1
energy
hE2->Fill(vecB.E()); // histogram for Daughter 2
energy
phiA = trackA->getPhi();
angle cut between tracks
phiB = trackB->getPhi();
angle = fabs (phiA - phiB);
if (angle > 3.14) angle = 6.28 - angle;
hAngle->Fill (angle);

// Opening
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if (angle < 2) continue;
tracks is less than 2, ignore event.
nAngle++;
hAngle2->Fill (angle);

// if angle between

if (trackA->getFlag(StUPCTrack::kBemc) == 1) t1bemc++;
// check how many of the pion tracks matched to BEMC.
if (trackB->getFlag(StUPCTrack::kBemc) == 1) t2bemc++;
if (trackA->getFlag(StUPCTrack::kTof) == 1) t1tof++;
// check how many of the pion tracks matched to Tof.
if (trackB->getFlag(StUPCTrack::kTof) == 1) t2tof++;

if( trackA->getCharge() * trackB->getCharge() > 0 )
//two-track events have SAME electric charge
Histograms.
{
nsame++;
//Number of
two-track events having SAME electric charge
hSame->Fill(vpair2.M());
histogram of SAME charged parent mass (Background)
}

//

// end of SAME charge

condition
else
{
nCharged ++;
have OPPOSITE electric charge

//two-track events that

hM->Fill(vpair2.M());

// histogram for OPPOSITELY

signed parent mass
hD1R->Fill(vecA.Rapidity()); // histogram for
Daughter 1 Rapidity (Unlike signed pairs)
hD2R->Fill(vecB.Rapidity()); // histogram for
Daughter 2 Rapidity (Unlike signed pairs)
hR->Fill(vpair2.Rapidity()); // histogram for
Rapidity (Unlike signed pairs)
pA = vecA.P();
pB = vecB.P();
hDedxsig2->SetMarkerColor(kBlue); hDedxsig2>SetMarkerStyle (7);
// Dedx Signal histogram for OPPOSITELY
charged two-track events.
hDedxsig2->Fill(pA, dedxsignal1);
hDedxsig2->Fill(pB, dedxsignal2);
}
// end of
Opposite charged else condition
}

// end of j loop.

}
// end of(i) loop search remaining tracks for more two-track vertices.
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}

// end of event loop

hResult-> Add (hM, 1);
hResult-> Add (hSame, -1);
// Subtract same charged
histogram from oppositely charged histogram.
hResult-> SetMinimum (-1);
maximum visible value for Y-axis
// hResult-> SetMaximum (50);

// Set minimum and

for (int i = 0; i<hResult->GetXaxis()->GetNbins(); i++)
//
Remove negative bins before scaling.
{
if (hResult->GetBinContent(i) < 0) hResult->SetBinContent(i,
0);
}
for (int i = 0; i<hResult->GetXaxis()->GetNbins(); i++)
{
double temp = 15.3266 * hResult->GetBinContent(i);
// Scale by 9.7381 for Trig 2, and 15.3266 for Trig 1&3.
hScaled->SetBinContent(i, temp);
}
hScaled-> Sumw2();
// fit functions:
TF1 *fitFcnMass = new TF1("fitFcnMass","bwigmod(x, [0], [1],
[2], [3]) + pol2(4) ",0.7,1.3);
//Fit for Constructed parent
fitFcnMass->SetParameters(0.777, hM->GetBinContent(hM>GetMaximumBin()), 0.25, 1);
// M, A, W, B.
fitFcnMass ->SetLineColor(kMagenta);
//
hM->Fit("fitFcnMass", "R");
TF1 *fitFcnRes = new TF1("fitFcnRes","bwigmod(x, [0], [1],
[2], [3]) ",0.5,1.6);
//Fit function for Resultant
//
fitFcnRes->SetParameters(0.777, hResult>GetBinContent(hResult->GetMaximumBin()), 0.145, 1);
fitFcnRes->SetParameters(0.777, 1.2, 0.145, 1);
fitFcnRes ->SetLineColor(kBlue);
hResult->Fit("fitFcnRes", "R");
TF1 *fitFcnBW = new TF1("fitFcnBW","bwigBW(x, [0], [1], [2])
",0.5,1.6);
// Bright-Weigner Fit function for Resultant
fitFcnBW->FixParameter(0, fitFcnRes->GetParameter(0));
//M
fitFcnBW->FixParameter(1, fitFcnRes->GetParameter(1));
//A
fitFcnBW->FixParameter(2, fitFcnRes->GetParameter(2));
//W
fitFcnBW ->SetLineColor(kRed);
hResult->Fit("fitFcnBW", "R+");
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TF1 *fitFcnInt = new TF1("fitFcnInt","bwigInt(x, [0], [1],
[2], [3]) ",0.5,1.6);
// Interference Fit function for Resultant
fitFcnInt->FixParameter(0, fitFcnRes->GetParameter(0));
//
M
fitFcnInt->FixParameter(1, fitFcnRes->GetParameter(1));
//A
fitFcnInt->FixParameter(2, fitFcnRes->GetParameter(2));
//W
fitFcnInt->FixParameter(3, fitFcnRes->GetParameter(3));
//B
fitFcnInt ->SetLineColor(kGreen+2);
hResult->Fit("fitFcnInt", "R+");
TF1 *fitFcnB = new TF1("fitFcnB","bwigB([0])",0.5,1.6);
value Fit function for Resultant
fitFcnB->FixParameter(0, fitFcnRes->GetParameter(3));
fitFcnB ->SetLineColor(kMagenta);
hResult->Fit("fitFcnB", "R+");

// B

TCanvas *c1 = new TCanvas("c1","Parent mass and Background",
600, 400);
// create canvas - cancel outfile->Close() to view
legend on canvas
c1->Draw();
hM->SetFillColor(kYellow-7);
hM->Draw();
hSame->SetFillColor(kBlue-7);
hSame->Draw("same");
TLegend *legend1 = new TLegend(0.1,0.8,0.2,0.9);
legend
legend1->SetTextFont(72);
legend1->SetTextSize(0.02);

// draw the

legend1->AddEntry(hM,"Mass of Unlike-signed parent ","lep");
legend1->AddEntry(hSame,"Mass of Like-signed parent","lep");
legend1->Draw();
TCanvas *c3 = new TCanvas("c3","Rho mass", 600, 400);
//
create canvas - cancel outfile->Close() to view legend on canvas
c3->Draw();
hResult->SetFillColor(kYellow-10);
hResult->Draw();
TLegend *legend3 = new TLegend(0.1,0.8,0.2,0.9);
legend
legend3->SetTextFont(72);
legend3->SetTextSize(0.02);

// draw the

legend3->AddEntry(hResult,"Data","lep");
legend3->AddEntry(fitFcnRes,"Resultant fit","l");
legend3->AddEntry(fitFcnBW,"Breit-Wigner","l");
legend3->AddEntry(fitFcnB,"Direct pion","l");
legend3->AddEntry(fitFcnInt,"Interference","l");
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legend3->Draw();

hMass->Write();
hM->Write();
hSame->Write();
hResult->Write();
hScaled->Write();

//write histograms

hR->Write();
hD1R->Write();
hD2R->Write();
hPtAll->Write();
hPt->Write();
hPtX->Write();
hD1Pt->Write();
hD2Pt->Write();
hE1->Write();
hE2->Write();
h1Hits->Write();
h1Dcaz->Write();
h1Dcaxy->Write();
hADcaz->Write();
hADcaxy->Write();
hAHits->Write();
h1Eta->Write();
hAEta->Write();
h1Dedx->Write();
hADedx->Write();
hZposAll->Write();
hZpos->Write();
hZposX->Write();
hZdcE->Write();
hZdcW->Write();
hDedxsig3->Write();
hDedxsig1->Write();
hDedxsigPi->Write();
hDedxsigK->Write();
hDedxsigP->Write();
hDedxsigE->Write();
hDedxsigM->Write();
hDedxsig2->Write();
hPion->Write();
hKaon->Write();
hElec->Write();
hProt->Write();
hPionCut->Write();
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hAngle->Write();
hAngle2->Write();
hM2->Write();
hMv->Write();
hMk->Write();
hMp->Write();
hMe->Write();
hMpi->Write();
hTracks->Write();

//

outfile->Close();

cout << endl <<
// print counters
cout << endl <<
cout << endl <<
cout << endl <<
cout << endl <<

"

Total number of Events: " << nev << endl;

"
"
"
"

Trigger selected: "
Trig 1 events: " <<
Trig 2 events: " <<
Trig 3 events: " <<

cout << endl << "
<< total;
cout << endl << "
" << nvert << endl;
cout <<
cout <<
nvert2;
cout <<
cout <<
<< endl ;

//close outputs

<< trig << endl;
trig1;
trig2;
trig3 << endl;

Total number of Tracks in selected trigger: "
Total number of Vertices in selected trigger:

endl << " Track A's After Nhits cut: " << t1hits <<endl ;
endl << " Total number of Vertices with two tracks: " <<
endl << "
Events AFTER VID cut: " << check ;
endl << " Matching Track B's After Nhits cut: " << t2hits

cout << endl << " Total number of Vertices with two GOOD tracks:
" << nvertgood << endl;
cout << endl <<
<< nZpos << endl;
cout << endl <<
cout << endl <<
cout << endl <<
cout << endl <<
endl;

"
"
"
"
"

Total number of Vertices having ZPos < 100: "
Track
Track
Track
Track

A
B
A
B

After
After
After
After

DcaZ cut: " << t1dcaz ;
DcaZ cut: " << t2dcaz ;
DcaXY cut: " << t1dcaxy;
DcaXY cut: " << t2dcaxy <<

cout <<

endl << "

Number of Vertices After Eta cut: " << t1eta ;

cout <<
t1dedx ;
cout <<

endl << "

Number of Vertices After Dedx-hits cut: " <<

endl << "

Number of Vertices After PID: " << nPid;
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cout << endl << "
" << nMom << endl;
cout << endl << "
;
cout << endl << "
nAngle << endl;
cout << endl
t1bemc ;
cout << endl
t2bemc ;
cout << endl
t1tof ;
cout << endl
t2tof << endl;

Number of Vertices After Momentum cut < 1 GeV:
Number of Vertices After Momentum cut: " << pt
Number of Vertices After Angle cut: " <<

<< "

Number of track A's that matched BEMC: " <<

<< "

Number of track B's that matched BEMC: " <<

<< "

Number of track A's that matched TOF: " <<

<< "

Number of track B's that matched TOF: " <<

cout << endl << " Number of Vertices with SAME charged tracks: "
<< nsame ;
cout << endl << " Number of Vertices with OPPOSITELY charged
tracks: " << nCharged << endl ;
cout << endl << "
nsame << endl;
}

//

Resultant number of Events: " << nCharged -

end of Thesis function

float bwigmod( float E, float M, float A, float W, float B)
//
Breit-Wigner modified function
{
float
M2 =0, E2 =0, R =0, l =0, m =0, n =0, d =0, val =0;
M2 = pow (M,2);
E2 = pow (E,2);
d = (E2-0.0778)/(M2-0.0778);
R = W *(M/E)* pow(d,1.5);
l = (pow(A,2)*(E*M*R))/ (pow(E2-M2,2) + pow(M*R,2));
m = (A*sqrt(E*M*R)*B*2*(E2-M2))/ (pow(E2-M2,2) +
pow(M*R,2));
n = pow (B,2);
val = l+m+n;
return (val);
} // end of bwigmod
float bwigBW( float E, float M, float A, float W)
Wigner original function

// Breit-
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{
float

M2 =0, E2 =0, R =0, l =0, d =0;

M2 = pow (M,2);
E2 = pow (E,2);
d = (E2-0.0778)/(M2-0.0778);
R = W *(M/E)* pow(d,1.5);
l = (pow(A,2)*(E*M*R))/ (pow(E2-M2,2) + pow(M*R,2));
return (l);
} // end of bwigBW
float bwigB( float B)
{
float n =0;

// B-term function

n = pow (B,2);
return (n);
} // end of bwigB
float bwigInt( float E, float M, float A, float W, float B)
Interference function
{
float
M2 =0, E2 =0, R =0, m=0, d =0;

//

M2 = pow (M,2);
E2 = pow (E,2);
d = (E2-0.0778)/(M2-0.0778);
R = W *(M/E)* pow(d,1.5);
m = (A*sqrt(E*M*R)*B*2*(E2-M2))/ (pow(E2-M2,2) +
pow(M*R,2));
return (m);
} // end of bwigInt
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B. Starlight file with the entered input parameters:

# This file is a template for Rho production in d-Au collisions at
the RHIC.
#
# To use, rename this file slight.in
baseFileName = solon_rho_trig1
saved with this base nae

#f outputoutputt files will be

BEAM_1_Z = 79
#Z of projectile
BEAM_1_A = 197
#A of projectile
BEAM_2_Z = 1
#Z of target
BEAM_2_A = 2
#A of target
BEAM_1_GAMMA = 100.0 #Gamma of the colliding ion 1
BEAM_2_GAMMA = 100.0 #Gamma of the colliding ion 2
W_MAX = -1
#Max value of w
W_MIN = -1
#Min value of w
W_N_BINS = 50
#Bins i w
RAP_MAX = 9.
#max y
RAP_N_BINS = 100
#Bins i y
CUT_PT = 1 #Cut in pT? 0 = (no, 1 = yes)
PT_MIN = 0.1 #Minimum pT in GeV
PT_MAX = 3.0 #Maximum pT in GeV
CUT_ETA = 1 #Cut in pseudorapidity? (0 = no, 1 = yes)
ETA_MIN = -1 #Minimum pseudorapidity
ETA_MAX = 1 #Maximum pseudorapidity
PROD_MODE = 3
#gg or gP switch (1 = 2-photon, 2 = coherent
vector meson (narrow), 3 = coherent vector meson (wide), 4 =
incoherent vector meson)
N_EVENTS = 10000
#Number of events
PROD_PID = 913
#Channel of interest; this is j/psi --> mu+ muRND_SEED = 5574533 #Random number seed
BREAKUP_MODE = 5
#Controls the nuclear breakup; a 5 here makes
no requirement on the breakup of the ions
INTERFERENCE = 0
#Interference (0 = off, 1 = on)
IF_STRENGTH = 1.
#% of intefernce (0.0 - 0.1)
INT_PT_MAX = 0.24 #Maximum pt considered, when interference is
turned on
INT_PT_N_BINS = 30
#Number of pt bins when interference is turned
on
XSEC_METHOD = 1 # Set to 0 to use old method for calculating gammagamma luminosity
PYTHIA_FULL_EVENTRECORD = 0 # Write full pythia information to
output (vertex, parents, daughter etc).
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